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Dear Beautiful Soul:
Life is never as linear or predictable as 
we’d like to believe. 

In a world driven by logic and analytic 
thought, we like to think that we know 
how things will or should turn out; but 
when we get quiet and listen with our 
heart… 

  

Opening up to our heart allows us to 
break free from the constructs of our 
mind and see the world of possibility. 

There are unseen forces all around us, 
trying to guide us toward joy, but they 
can be subtle and as gentle as a soft 
breeze. 

These forces, whether you call it intuition, 
a gut feeling, or your heart calling you, is 
what keeps you going in the right direc-
tion, if only you allow it. 

If only you listen.

magic happens .
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In this book, I share my experience of breaking free from my own limi-
tations, surrendering to the unknown, and finding freedom by follow-
ing my heart. 

Let it be a guide to inspire you toward releasing all the “shoulds,” for-
getting what everyone else is doing, and embracing what your heart 
is calling you to do. 

This is about being true to YOU.

You are beautifully unique and full of infinite possibility. Honor that. 

You are blazing a new path. Why make it look identical to someone 
else’s? 

Make it unique. 

Make it YOURS. 

All my love, Let yourself
be silently drawn 

by the strange pull 
of what you really love. 

It will not lead you astray.
~Rumi
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Breaking Free
I needed life to be predictable. I needed to have a sense of control, 
for things to go my way so I knew what to expect... then I felt at ease.

From childhood to adulthood it was like this. My personal life was 
structured this way and so were my art and my creative processes. 
When I created, each step was planned out. All I had to do was put 
the pieces of the puzzle together, and I would get the results I want-
ed. There were no surprises. Control and clarity felt comforting. It was 
like being on autopilot.

As a young business owner, I created “primitives”—a colonial style 
of crafts–– predictably and within a set structure. Clients got exactly 
what they expected and loved it; items sold out as quickly as I could 
make those grubby little dolls and ornaments. I was featured online, 
in magazines, and even on TV.

According to society, I was living the dream. I had everything I could 
want: a loving family, a supportive husband, and a successful busi-
ness selling my art.

Yet, as my success grew, part of my spirit began to 
shrink. My passion deteriorated. 
It didn’t make sense that I was this unhappy when my creative busi-
ness was thriving. Shouldn’t that have been enough? I wondered if 
there was something wrong with me, if I was insatiable. What right did 
I have to want something more or different in my life?

I tried to be happy. But I became withdrawn, depressed. The desire 
to create completely vanished. It was frightening. As an adult, I had 
only ever sold my creations. If I didn’t make things to sell, how was I 
going to earn the money to help support my family?
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As time progressed, an inner pulling grew within my heart. I noticed 
this yearning, this ache to break free, to somehow renounce all the 
perfect little boxes I placed around my life, my art. I was done being 
tied down to the restrictive, stylistic constraints to make my art “sell-
able.” I had to break free from the cage I held myself hostage in.

I was being called to come back home to my true self. 
My playfulness––my inner Muse––wanted to arrive on the canvas and 
in my life. No . . . She needed to! She was inviting me to create some-
thing new and not worry about making art for anyone else, but to 
make it just for me.

But I struggled between listening to my head and listening to my 
screaming heart. It looked like I was willingly destroying the success-
ful business I had built; but for what? My depression worsened. I com-
pletely stopped creating. I questioned if I even had the ability to 
create anymore. My sense of direction was gone.

But what I didn’t realize is that I was in a chrysalis. I was stretching in 
ways I never had before; the part of me who once was comforted 
by perfect and controlled outcomes, was dissolving before my eyes. 
And that process was terrifying. It was like I was a child: vulnerable, 
exposed, naked.

My inner voice became so loud, I had to listen. With trembling fear, I 
took a deep breath, and surrendered to the dark, vast unknown.

Knowing how deeply I was struggling, my mentor suggested I do a 30 
day creative challenge on my blog as a way to practice gratitude 
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and be more present in my life. It was hard. It was scary. But it forced 
me to slow down and enjoy life. It forced me to finally create again.

I began small; doing easy creative expressions that were within my 
comfort zone. But eventually, I ran out of “safe” projects. It came 
time to face my fears. With trepidation, I began mixed media art 
journaling. It was something I had been attracted to in the past, but 
too scared to pursue. But I continued to surrender, to trust. And it was 
there, that for the first time, my spontaneous, playful side began to 
soar. Using my intuition, I let go of the outcome and the need to com-
pare and be perfect. I just expressed myself... truthfully, fully, wholly.

The more I listened to my inner voice, the more my 
new life began to unfold, one journal page at a time.
Inner guidance saved me from continuing down a path where I was 
numb and not living my fullest potential. It led me to this place where 
I have a new perspective on life, where I continue learning more 
about who I am. I continue to be present. To listen.

I’ve learned that destruction is part of the creative process. Your 
chrysalis must be broken so that you can emerge into new life with 
wings expansive and wide.

Now, my soul grows with every brush stroke. I have rediscovered parts 
of me I didn’t even realize I had lost and unearthed my authentic self: 
She who had been hiding behind The Mask of the Expected for far 
too long.

And I am in love with my wings of freedom.

I am alive!



We must be willing
to let go of the life

we have planned,
So as to have the life
that is waiting for us.

We must be willing
to let go of the life

we have planned,
So as to have the life
that is waiting for us.

~Joseph Campbell
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Lessons from My Heart

                       You need to get 
                        quiet to hear what 
                        your heart wants. 
Life can get crazy. (Especially when you’re a 
mom running a biz!) It wasn’t until burnout hit me 
that I finally gave myself some downtime, and it was 
only then that I realized how unhappy I was and that 
my heart was calling for change. Now, I make sure I 
spend time daily in silence, either meditating, journ-
aling, or just taking a few present breaths.

         When your heart calls for a big            
       change, honor what you’re 
     releasing. When it was time to step 
      away from my primitive biz, I knew I had to 
replace it with something else that would support 
me financially. This made me realize all of the 
different ways my business supported me and the 
gifts it gave me. It felt good to acknowledge that, 
and release it happily with love.
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                          The choices you make 
                          are never wrong. 
                           Sure, building a biz around 
              selling my crafts may not have worked 
          out, but it doesn’t mean I made a “wrong” decision. I learned 
so much from that experience, and it has led me to where I am 
today. And if I was scared to make a wrong decision about where 
I should go next, I would have been paralyzed in indecision for who 
knows how long. I only discovered what it was that I really wanted 
by keeping myself moving and enjoying the ride.

                         Trust in your heart, 
                             it knows best. 
                                When I began thinking 
                               about leaving my primitive 
business, my mind (and my hubby!) tried talking me 
out of it. There were fears about losing income, starting 
over, and what would happen next. But my heart knew 
the way - even if the path wasn’t so clear to me. I just 
had to keep taking one small step at a time and trust in 
myself; no matter what anyone else said.

           Following your heart can be 
       challenging, but OH so worth it! 
      Your heart may ask you to stretch, to go 
against better judgement, or to reinvent your entire 
life. But I have found that my heart always leads to 
what brings me joy. And what can be better than      
       that?
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Sometimes following your heart
is like leaping into the unknown,
you never know what treasures
you’ll find around the corner!

                       You may not know
                       what you want, until 
                       you step away from 
                       what you don’t want.. 
When I finally slowed down to listen, all I heard was 

that I didn’t want to create primitives anymore. I had 

no idea what I DID want until I finally stepped away 

from my primitive business and started trying 

different things.
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Unfolding

It may be hard for us to surrender to our hearts and unfold in our own 
unique way; as the world around us insists that their way is the only 
way...
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But when you let yourself be guided by the strange pulls within...

you blossom into your most authentic, beautiful self.
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In What Ways Do You Follow Your Heart in 
Your Everyday?

{COMMUNITY STORIES}

“I follow my heart/intuition in every way in my 
every day. To do otherwise feels like a betrayal 
of myself.

“My intention each day is to never make a 
move that doesn’t feel right. This means tak-
ing it slow enough that I always know what my 
heart is feeling, and stopping every time my 
heart starts to feel shut down. It feels different 

for everyone, but for me there is this sense of sparkling energy in my 
heart when I’m in alignment. When that feeling is gone - I’m off track 
and I need to get back on. In those times, I make getting back on 
track my first priority so I don’t end up making decisions from that dis-
connected place.

“I practice connecting to and listening to my heart with meditation, 
journaling, intuitive development and quiet creative time every day. 
That’s the easy part - it’s acting on it out in the real work is the hard 
part. For me this means: boundary work, clear and loving communi-
cation and lots of fear-wrangling. ~Andrea Schroeder of 
creativedreamincubator.com

Following your heart doesn’t always lead to huge life changes. In 
fact, it most often shows up in small, daily actions. Knowing that this 
looks differently for everyone, I asked a few of my friends: In what 
ways do you follow your heart or intuition in your everyday? Here’s 
what they’ve shared:

http://www.creativedreamincubator.com/
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“I used to believe that my creativity came 
purely from within. But then I began to burn 
out, relying too heavily on my own energy: a 
limited source. 

“My real power has come only recently, re-
flecting my realization that creativity is not 
simply of me. Now I strive to remember that I 
am far from alone when I create. When I al-

low intention and intuition to align, I’m tapping into an infinite well of 
resources. I’m radiating from Source, the energy that animates the 
universe. I ask: How can I be of service today? How can I express and 
explore healing, joy, authenticity, vulnerability, strength? 

“Inviting intuition and deeper truth to guide helps me stay grounded, 
yet empowers me to fly higher than ever.” ~Amanda Fall of 
ThePhoenixSoul.com

More and more, my life is infused with the in-
tuition of my own heart. Wish Alchemy is all 
about following those whispers (or shouts!), 
after all. 

Specifically for me, this means showing up to 
writing every day, getting creative in some 
way whether it’s just dreaming up new ideas 
or getting messy in my studio, seeing and shar-

ing my world through the lens of my iphone, and honest connec-
tions with people who are true kindreds. These are the touchstones of 
my creative life. This daily devotion brings me joy and fulfillment and 
also creates a steady momentum that propels me forward, little by 
little, every day. Wish big. Work hard. Believe in magic and impossible 
things!  ~Mindy Tsonas of MindyTsonas.org

http://www.thephoenixsoul.com/
http://www.mindytsonas.org/
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Studio Reflection
It’s a funny thing: air. 

We can grasp and understand the things that it makes itself known 
through, like clouds, wind, tornadoes, sound... but air itself, is so mysti-
cal, mysterious, invisible, infinite. 

What is this that fills our bodies, gives us life, moves our hair, penetrates 
all beings...?

As I pondered these thoughts about air and became more aware of 
the element all around me, I explored it with my art as well.
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I had just finished an inter-
view where I explored my 
process in creating a water 
painting for a friend, so I was 
excited about the idea of 
creating similar paintings for 
each of the elements. 

But air... what would that 
look like? 

Clouds of course, was the 
first thing that came to 
mind. 

But I wanted to portray that 
sense of mystery, of expan-
siveness. So my thoughts 
began to wander toward 
the skies - thinking about the 
expansiveness of the uni-
verse. It was then, that this 
image came to me. 

Again, as with the water 
painting, it took time for 
the image to formulate in 
my mind, then... a flurry of 
painting ensued. I created 

quickly, with earnest and excitement, working to recreate the image I 
saw in my head. 

Most of it was done in one sitting (or standing, I should say), as the ex-
citement flowed through me to see the final piece. 
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For my next peice, I wanted 
to practice intuitive paint-
ing. So I grabbed my sup-
plies, and got right to work - 
without thinking about what 
it might look like in the end. 

And I had so much fun! 

It started off with large swirls 
accross the canvas while I 
thought of a warm summer 
breeze.

Then I moved into play-
ful mark-making. Dabbing, 
pushing, swirling... and just 
having fun! 

My imagination was still 
full of stars, as I had just recently finished my previous painting... so in 
went some stars for the final touch. 

I love how playful and airy-feeling it turned out!



Final Thoughts
I hope these stories and ponderings 
gave you a bit of courage to follow your 
own heart, or at least opened the door 
to give you a peek into the world of 
possibility. 

You were not meant to follow a herd. 
You were not meant to create with such 
perfection that it looks like every other 
piece that’s been done before. You 
were not meant to build your life path to 
look like someone else’s. 

Forget what everyone else is doing... 

What is your heart calling you to do?

With love,

About Me
                 I’m a wife, mother, creativity guide, 
                    and a mixed media artist on a 
             mission to help others unearth their 
           creative spirit and reclaim their true selves.      
            Learn more about me and my adventures in 
   art journaling and creative coaching, as I share my 
musings on cultivating the authentic self via inspirational 
e-books, videos, and articles on my website and blog 
     at KristalNorton.com   

A Little

https://kristalnorton.com
https://www.facebook.com/ArtistKristalNorton
https://instagram.com/kristalnorton/
https://www.youtube.com/user/KristalArtStudio
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Your wings already exist.

All you have to do

F L Yis


